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METAL PARTY COOLER
#12056
This vintage-inspired 15 Liter Metal Party Cooler is a 
real class act. Crafted with hi-gloss industrial metal 
and a built-in bottle opener, the Metal Party Cooler 
will have you feeling suaver than Don Draper when 
you stroll into any party with this beauty. Holds up 
to 24- 12oz cans.

SASQUATCH TOOLBOX COOLER
#12039
The Tooler? The Cool Box? You must mean the 
Metal Tool Box Cooler! This sleek industrial high- 
gloss metal cooler is styled after a vintage tool box, 
featuring a built-in bottle opener and rust-resistant 
steel latch and handles. It boasts a 20L capacity 
and can hold up to 24 cans with ice.

AS LOW AS $160(C)

SASQUATCH VINTAGE COOLER
#12027

This 17 Liter Vintage Cooler is the definition of old 
school cool. Crafted with hi-gloss industrial metal, 
sophisticated aluminum accents, and a built-in 
bottle opener, this cooler combines cutting edge 
temperature control technology with all the style and 
elegance of the good ol' days. Holds up to 16- 12 
oz cans.

AS LOW AS $107(C) AS LOW AS $95(C)

AS LOW AS $190(C)

WOOD TOP TOOLBOX COOLER
#12055

This sleek industrial high-gloss metal cooler is 
styled after a vintage tool box with a rust-resistant 
steel latch and handles, as well as a craft wood top 
which doubles as a serving tray. It boasts a 20L 
capacity and can hold up to 24 cans with ice.
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54QT COOLER
#12021

Bigger, better, and bolder than the rest, the 
Sasquatch 54QT Cooler is one of our most 
customizable coolers yet! This 54QT Steel Belted 
Cooler can hold up to 85 cans and is designed 
with more height than the standard cooler to hold 
2-liter bottles upright and prevent spills. Additional 
features include leak-resistant channel drain for 
easy drainage, comfort-grip steel handles for 
effortless lifting and carrying, and a rust-resistant 
stainless steel lid latch and hardware to keep the 
contents of your cooler safe and secure.

AS LOW AS $284(C)

25QT COOLER
#12072
Able to hold 36 cans, the 25QT Classic Cooler is 
built with rust-resistant, stainless-steel hardware 
and plastic lining, keeping your drinks cold. With 
comfort grip handles, and a new compact size, 
transporting this cooler has never been easier.

RAISE THE BAR COOLER
#12073
Boasting a massive 63QT capacity, our Raise The 
Bar Cooler is the only cooler that transforms into 
a full mini bar on wheels! This one-of-a-kind piece 
features a built-in bottle opener with bottle cap
catcher, a spacious lower shelf for accessories, and 
a lid that becomes a bar top when extended 8”. Can 
be with fully wrapped and imprinted on top.

AS LOW AS $334(C)
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ROLLING COOLER VENDING CART
#12004

The Rolling Cooler Vending cart is crafted with a 
sturdy steel body and solid plastic lining for high 
insulation. This absolute unit can hold up to 80
ice-cold cans and includes a capped drainage hole, 
locking wheels, and brackets to hold a patio or 
market umbrella. 80L capacity.

Grey

Grey

54QT BLUETOOTH COOLER
#12048

Newly redesigned with a built-in Bluetooth speaker 
with solar-charging music activated LED lights! Can 
hold up to 85 cans, built with extra height to hold 2L 
bottles upright, preventing spills. Constructed with 
rust-resistant, stainless steel hardware and comfort- 
grip steel handles for easy, controlled lifting and 
carrying, features a leak-resistant channel drain for 
easy draining without tilting the cooler.

AS LOW AS $358(C)

AS LOW AS $335(C)

AS LOW AS $192(C)



54QT ROTOMOLDED COOLER
#12550-OBP

White

The first rotomolded cooler that's able to
be fully wrapped! This 54QT durable cooler 
is designed with roped rubber handles for 
controlled lifting and an interlock lid system 
to keep your contents secure. It can also be 
imprinted on the inside of the lid.

AS LOW AS $375(C)

White

White

White

45L BENCH COOLER
#12058

The Bench Cooler is a portable seat/cooler hybrid 
that provides comfortable seating and keeps your 
beverages cold for any outdoor adventure! With a 
thick, contoured cushion and stainless-steel bottle 
opener built right in, you may never need to get 
up ever again. This 45L cooler is heavily insulated 
and roto molded, keeping your food and drinks at 
an optimal temperature for days on end. With its 
extra large imprint area, this piece serves as an 
unforgettable branding opportunity.

AS LOW AS $308(C)

NEW!
35L OBP WHEELED EXPLORER
#12168
Now made with ocean bound plastic! Perfectly sized 
for any weekend warrior or world class explorer, the 
Sasquatch 35L Wheeled Explorer is outfitted with 
durable wheels, a sturdy telescopic handle, and a 
form-fitted interlock lid system, keeping the heat out 
and the cold in. This wheeled cooler includes not 1, 
but 2 bottle openers, built-in cup holders, quick drain 
release valve, and can hold up to 42 cans with ice!

AS LOW AS $280(C)

NEW!
25L OBP ROTOMOLDED COOLER
#12169
Now made with ocean bound plastic! Engineered 
for your outdoor adventures, the Sasquatch 25L 
Rotomolded Cooler is tested for durability and 
maximum ice retention. At only 18 lbs, this heavy-
duty rotomolded cooler is virtually indestructible. and 
includes includes a form-fitted interlock lid system 
and quick drain release valve.

AS LOW AS $186(C)
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65L ROLLING COOLER
#12029

Let the good times roll with our 
massive 65L Rolling Cooler. This 
portable rolling cooler can hold up 
to 56 standard 12 oz. cans with 
ice. Full bleed graphics can be 
interchangeable with additional 
wraps available.

White

White

ROLLING CAN COOLER
#12046

Warhol's got nothing on us – introducing a cooler 
SO COOL you CAN NOT believe it! Art meets 
innovation with our Rolling Can Cooler. Aside from
being a conversation piece, this cooler has a 5 gallon 
capacity and can hold up to 27 cans.

AS LOW AS $125(C)

COMPACT FOLDING BEACH WAGON
#12116RP

Designed with strong rPET cloth, built-in cup 
holders, and all-terrain wheels, this wagon is the 
perfect beach companion. Folds easily into carry bag 
for convenient storage.

AS LOW AS $116(C)
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COOL BAR
#CB2010

This 45L double walled cooler is sure to be the 
centerpiece of your next get-together. Serving 
as a sleek and stylish bar table, the Cool Bar's
telescoping poles and unique locking system raise 
and lock the table top in place when fully extended. 
This condensation free cooler holds up to 40 - 12 oz. 
cans and 30lbs. of ice and includes a drainage hole 
with stopper.

AS LOW AS $210(C)

AS LOW AS $260(C)
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4L MINI FRIDGE
#12190

4L Mini Fridge sports a matte finish and a modern 
profile. Built with advanced technology, this fridge 
has a unique semiconductor operation that’s energy 
efficient, ultra-quiet, and 100% environmentally 
friendly. Versatile, lightweight, and portable, this 
fridge can go anywhere.

AS LOW AS $110(C)

20L MINI FRIDGE
#12092
This sleek and compact thermoelectric 20L mini fridge 
can also be used as a warmer and a wine cooler! Thanks 
to its sleek front glass and stylish, minimalist design, this 
fridge fits perfectly with any decor – great for an indoor 
or outdoor dining area/bar, nursery, office, dorm room, 
or bachelor pad. Equipped with a unique semiconductor 
operation that’s energy efficient, ultra-quiet, and 100% 
environmentally friendly.

COUNTER TOP FRIDGE
#12020
The Counter Top Fridge is perfect for any bachelor or 
entertainer alike. This mini fridge boasts a 50L capacity 
that can fit up to 40 ice cold cans/bottles. Features 
include a black tempered double-layered glass front door, 
LED interior lighting, adjustable shelf, and eco-friendly 
110V/60Hz, UL plug.

AS LOW AS $425(C)

White White

10L MINI FRIDGE
#12091

Our 10L Mini Cooler is chic, perfectly portable, and can 
go from cooling to warming with the flick of a switch.
Thanks to its sleek glass front and stylish, minimalist 
design, this fridge fits perfectly with any decor – great for 
an indoor or outdoor dining area/bar, nursery, office, dorm 
room, or bachelor pad, you can even take it on road trips! 
Built with advanced cooling technology, this fridge has a 
unique semiconductor operation that’s energy efficient, 
ultra-quiet, and 100% environmentally friendly!

AS LOW AS $150(C)

LARGE COUNTER TOP FRIDGE
#12024

This 80L Large Counter Top Fridge can hold up to 100 
ice cold cans or bottles, making it the ultimate mini 
fridge or wine cooler. Featuring a sleek black tempered 
double-layered glass front door, interior LED light, and 3
adjustable shelves, this fridge fits perfectly with any decor 
– great for an indoor or outdoor dining area/bar, nursery, 
office, dorm room, or bachelor pad. Includes eco-friendly 
110V/60Hz, UL plug.

AS LOW AS $600(C)
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AS LOW AS $290(C)
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SLING CHAIR
#752C

Perfect for the beach or the 
backyard, the Sling Chair is 
relaxing, easily portable, and has 
a cup holder built into the armrest. 
This multi-position reclining chair 
is available in 4 different colors.
Weight capacity 300lbs.

AS LOW AS $150(C)

ADIRONDACK CHAIR
#750C

Nothing screams summer like an Adirondack chair. 
This wood Adirondack Chair features all-over 
imprinting and a drink holder in one arm. Easy 
assembly and durable build. Weight capacity 300lbs.

AS LOW AS $248(C)
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White

White

POLY RESIN ADIRONDACK CHAIR
#757C

Made with HDPE Poly Resin, this eco-friendly 
Adirondack Chair is built to withstand all outdoor 
elements. Includes a built-in cup holder and folds 
compact for easy storage. Weight capacity 300lbs.

AS LOW AS $330(C)

NEW!
DOCK CHAIR
#758C
Our brand new Dock Chair features a minimalist, 
lightweight design that makes transport and set-up a 
breeze. Crafted from comfortable RPET Oxford cloth 
and sturdy poplar wood with a high-gloss finish, the 
Dock Chair fits in perfectly with any backyard, patio, 
beach, or camping set. Weight capacity 220lbs.

AS LOW AS $58(C)
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PARTY CHAIR
#765CRP
Now made with eco-friendly rPET fabric. 
Perfect for the beach, the backyard, a 
sporting event, or a camping trip, this 
combo set includes a comfortable portable 
chair, a 12-can cooler, and a beach umbrella 
all in one! This ultra portable set folds
easily into a lightweight carry bag, making 
it a great gift, display or incentive at an 
unbeatable value! Weight capacity 300lbs. 
And best of all...
SAME GREAT LOW PRICE!

AS LOW AS $95(C)
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THE SPORTS CHAIR
#770CRP

Now made with eco-friendly rPET fabric. Built 
lightweight with strong steel and polyester 
construction, The Sports Chair folds easily into a 
carry bag with shoulder strap. Includes built-in cup 
holder. Weight capacity 250lbs. And best of all...
SAME GREAT LOW PRICE!

AS LOW AS $30(C)

BAHAMA BEACH CHAIR
#780CRP

The best selling design in the country!
Now made with eco-friendly rPET fabric. This 
lightweight aluminum beach chair has an adjustable 
seat back and hard wood armrests with a built-in cup 
holder. Built with tough polyester construction, the 
Bahama Beach Chair has a rear pocket for storage 
and backpack straps for hands free transport. Weight 
capacity 250lbs. And best of all...
SAME GREAT LOW PRICE!

AS LOW AS $107(C)

JONES BEACH COMBO CHAIR
#785C

The Jones Beach Chair makes the perfect outdoor 
companion, built with everything you need for 
some fun in the sun! This set comes complete 
with a folding beach chair, a 6-can cooler that fits 
underneath the seat, and an adjustable clamp 
umbrella. Weight capacity 250lbs.

AS LOW AS $46(C)
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NEW!
SOUTH BEACH LOUNGER
#787C
Kick back and relax in our brand 
new South Beach Lounger.
Featuring sturdy wooden armrests 
that recline in 3 positions and a 
removable velcro-secured pillow, 
this extra comfy lounge chair is the 
perfect spot to plop down with a 
cold drink and watch the day go by. 
The extra strong steel frame and 
durable double-layered RPET fabric 
seat can hold up to 250 lb. with 
ease. Includes 1 cup holder and 
folds up for easy storage. Weight 
capacity 250lbs.

AS LOW AS $130(C)

THE RIO GRANDE BEACH CHAIR
#784CRP

The Rio Grande Beach Chair is built with a 
lightweight powder coated steel frame and a 
comfortable 600d seat. Along with rear pockets and 
a cup holder, the polished wood armrests adjust to 
4 different positions! This comfortable and easily 
portable backpack chair has padded straps, lace up 
suspension. Weight capacity 250lbs.

AS LOW AS $107(C)

THE ZEN MASTER TRAVEL CHAIR
#771CRP

Comfortable and convenient, The Zen Master Travel 
Chair is made to accompany you to all outdoor 
activities. This portable and packable chair is built 
with a lightweight powder coated steel frame, 600d 
seat and seat back, and a zippered pocket located in 
back of the head rest. Comes with an individual carry 
case. Weight capacity 250lbs.

AS LOW AS $48(C)

AD DIRECTORS CHAIR
#783C

Cut! That's a wrap! Our exclusive Ad Director's Chair 
features the largest branding area of any chair in the 
industry! Built with a lightweight steel frame and soft 
padded 600d seat and seat back, The Ad Director’s 
Chair is comfortable, versatile, and travel friendly.
Weight capacity 250lbs.

AS LOW AS $60(C)
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NEW!
RETRO WEBBING CHAIR
#786C
From backyard barbecues to sporting 
events, this Retro Webbing Chair
is perfect for the die-hard fan and 
entertainer alike. The Retro Webbing 
Chair promotes comfort, style, and 
portability above all with a lightweight 
powder-coated steel frame, solid wood 
arms, cup holder, and fully customizable 
webbing to rep your favorite sponsors. 
Weight capacity 250lbs.

AS LOW AS $92(C) DOUBLE PARTY CHAIR
#745C

The only thing better than a party... is 2 parties!
Built from durable polyester, The Double Party Chair 
features 2 folding chairs, a built-in Bluetooth speaker, 
12-can cooler with front pocket, and a full size
beach umbrella! Perfect for the beach, the backyard, 
a sporting event, or a camping trip, this combo
set folds easily into the included carry case with 
shoulder strap. Weight capacity 500lbs.

AS LOW AS $200(C)

ZERO GRAVITY CHAIR
#735CRP

Take your relaxation to another level! Built with sturdy 
steel and polyester construction, the Zero Gravity 
Chair includes a side table and removable headrest. 
Weight capacity 250lbs.

AS LOW AS $135(C)

TAILGATING CHAIR
#781C

This one-of-a-kind piece is built with a lightweight 
steel construction and hard wood armrests with cup 
holders on either side. The Tailgating Couch is great 
for the stadium, the field, the beach, or the woods, 
as well as for in store displays! Weight capacity 
300lbs.

AS LOW AS $120(C)
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White

PARTY TABLE
#12059

This 8' Folding Party Table is great for indoor or 
outdoor events, celebrations, and get-togethers. 
Built from a solid aluminum construction and a 
4 color process laminated top, this table set is
lightweight and portable with an easily adjustable 
height! Great for parties, events, and even tastings, 
everyone gets a seat at this table!

AS LOW AS $170(C)

PORTABLE TABLE TENNIS
#12081

Our exclusive Portable Table Tennis game is now available! Built lightweight 
with comfort grip handles, adjustable legs, and easy to collapse mechanics, 
this game can be transported anywhere! Full wrap is available making this 3 
ft x 6 ft table tennis game an outstanding branding opportunity. Comes 
complete with 2 paddles, 4 balls, and a net.

 AS LOW AS $250(C)

Grey

Grey

NEW!
THE NIGHTLIFE
#12083
Inflate, connect with Bluetooth, and throw it in the pool. When the sun 
goes down, turn on the LED lights - there's 7 different light 
combinations! Solar powered and with a high quality speaker, The 
Nightlife is perfect for any outdoor setting - camping, patio, etc. Comes 
in great packaging and includes a tri-adapter (USB to iPhone Charger, 
USB-C, and Micro USB). The Nightlife also pairs to a 2nd speaker! 
Simply turn on bluetooth pairing on both devices at the same time, they 
will connect automatically for double the fun!

 AS LOW AS $50(C)
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WOOD CORNHOLE GAME
#12052

Throwdown with a classic American party game! This 
official Classic Wood Corn Hole set is built with 2’ x 
4’ premium grade plywood, solid rear wood legs, and 
regulation 6” holes. This set comes complete with 
two boards and your choice of two sets of four bean 
bags: white, black, red or blue. Includes full color 
digitally laminated boards and zippered carry bag.

AS LOW AS $265(C)

PORTABLE CORNHOLE GAME
#12060

This portable 2' x 3' Cornhole Set has a PVC frame 
and fabric board for easy setup. Includes 8 bean 
bags and carry case. This cornhole set can go 
anywhere!

AS LOW AS $69(C)

CORNHOLE COOLER GAME
#12071

Never play cornhole without a drink in your hand 
again! Lightweight and portable, yet heavy duty, 
this cornhole set doubles as a 40-can cooler!
The Cornhole Cooler Game is a great branding 
opportunity, and the bean bags are available in 4 
different colors: white, red, blue, black.

AS LOW AS $152(C)

LED CORNHOLE GAME
#12066

Programmable LED lights around the board, so the 
fun never has to stop! This official cornhole set is 
built with 2’ x 4’ premium grade plywood, solid rear 
wood legs, and regulation 6” holes. Comes complete 
with two boards and your choice of two sets of four 
bean bags: white, black, red or blue. Includes full 
color digitally laminated boards and zippered carry 
bag. Lights come in 7 different colors: red, blue, light 
blue, green, purple, yellow, and white. Takes 3 x AA 
Batteries per board (not included).

AS LOW AS $290(C)
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FLYING SAUCER GAME
#12051

A backyard, beach and tailgate favorite, the Flying 
Saucer Game is the perfect way to mix things up at 
your next get-together! Each game comes complete 
with 2 folding portable targets, 2 high quality flying 
discs, metal stakes, a rulebook, and a travel bag.

SUPER SIZE THE FUN!

MODEL 
IS 6FT

#12049

#12057 Giant  
Tumble tower

Grows to over 5ft!

Natural Natural

28

GIANT 4 IN A ROW
#12057

Whether down, across, or diagonal, can you 
connect 4? Standing 4' tall, our Giant 4 In A 
Row game features a sturdy wood frame with 
base. Available in a sleek white finish, this 
game has an easy 3 piece assembly and comes 
complete with a convenient carry case and 42
disks in your choice of white, black, red, or blue.

AS LOW AS $250(C)

GIANT TUMBLE TOWER
#12049

The Giant Tumble Tower is a classic wood 
block game that lives up to its name! Perfect for 
bars, restaurants, parties, tailgates, or picnics, 
this mega-tower grows to over 5 feet high! Set
includes 54 wood blocks with 1 color logo on all 
and a carry case for easy transport and storage.

AS LOW AS $136(C)



PRO PITCH BASEBALL 
CHALLENGE
#12079

Step up to the Pro Pitch Baseball 
Challenge! Comes complete with 4 
inflatable baseballs, 1 ball pump, and a 
portable carry case.

AS LOW AS $105(C)

PREMIUM WASHER TOSS GAME
#12078

The Premium Washer Toss Game comes fully 
assembled with 2 targets and 8 plastic coated steel 
washers. Built with natural hardwood sanded smooth 
and varnished for a professional looking finish, this 
game is perfectly portable and fun for all ages. The 
targets are made from 100% durable birch wood, 
and the washers are available in 3 different colors 
(red, black, deep royal).

AS LOW AS $80(C)

GIANT YARD PONG GAME
#12070

Perfect for parties, camping, the beach, or the 
backyard, our Giant Yard Pong Game is sure to be a 
hit! This set includes 12 buckets, 2 heavy duty rubber 
balls, and a durable nylon carry case with shoulder 
strap attached. Instructions are included, and the 
buckets are available in 3 different colors: royal, 
white, red.

AS LOW AS $85(C)

REDZONE FOOTBALL TOSS CHALLENGE
#12080

A brand-new game for football fans of all ages! 
Perfect for tailgating, The Red Zone Challenge 
includes 4 inflatable footballs, a ball pump, and a 
portable carry case. Constructed from sturdy PVC, 
the game assembles in less than 2 minutes and can 
be easily stored in a compact carrying case that 
weighs under 15 pounds!

AS LOW AS $105(C)
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NEW!
BAMBOO HAPPY HOUR SET
#12108
Make every hour Happy Hour with our brand new 
Bamboo Happy Hour Set! Made from eco-friendly 
bamboo, this sophisticated miniature cheese 
board unfolds to reveal 6 included wine & cheese 
accessories! Wine pourer, wine stopper, drip ring, 
bottle opener, cheese knives, and cutting board all 
included!

AS LOW AS $55(C)

Black

NEW!
PICKLEBALL SET
#12101
Take it to the court - the pickleball court! Our new portable Pickleball Set 
includes all the essentials for America's fastest growing sport with an 
easy to set-up 12' net, steel poles, 2 rackets, and 4 balls—all in a 
convenient carry case with your choice of logo placement. We can fully 
print (4cp) on both rackets or two sides of the net. Net printing is one 
color but more colors are available at additional cost.

 AS LOW AS $125(C)

Natural
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TABLETOP DOMINO GAME
#12064

Whether it’s with friends in a bar or with family in 
your living room, this classic game has entertained 
people around the world for decades. Set of 28 Mini 
Wooden Dominoes in Box. Package includes, 28 
dominoes per set. Includes one color logo on one 
side of the box. 12.5" x 5" x 3.5"

AS LOW AS $20(C)

TABLETOP PONG GAME
#12065

Fun for everyone…in the office or at home! Precision 
cut cup rack securely fastens cups in place. Snug
fit prevents mini cups from tipping and spilling of 
chosen beverage. Beautiful hardwood construction. 
Includes 24 cups and two balls

AS LOW AS $28(C)

Natural

Natural

TABLETOP TUMBLE TOWER GAME
#12063

Whether it’s with friends in a bar or with family 
in your living room, this classic game has been
entertaining people around the world for decades. 
The set includes 54 wooden blocks, a wooden case, 
and a set of wooden dice.

AS LOW AS $18(C)

Natural
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ELM STREET BAR CART
#12075

This timeless rolling wood bar cart is ideal for display 
or sampling as well as everyday use around the 
house. This clean, sophisticated and sleek all white 
rolling cart has 3 spacious shelves, perfect for drinks, 
snacks, or entertainment on wheels. Includes Full 
Color Decal to spread your message!

AS LOW AS $205(C)

CLASSIC WOOD BAR
#PB2

This Classic Wood Bar is easy to set up, and adds a 
touch of sophistication and elegance to any indoor or 
outdoor space. The removable skirt can be imprinted 
with your logo while the wood top and 2 interior 
shelves are perfect for displaying product or bar 
supplies. With a little creativity, this portable bar can 
double as a tasting table, activity station, or anything 
else you can dream up. Includes imprintable carry 
case.

AS LOW AS $240(C)

A FRAME MENU BOARD
#12022

Spread your message with creativity and flair using 
an A Frame Menu Board, perfect for indoor or 
outdoor use. This A Frame Menu Board is a step 
above the rest with an elegant Mahogany finished 
wood frame and full color graphics on both sides.

AS LOW AS $133(C)

PORTABLE BAR
#PB3

This Portable Folding Bar is 
our lightest and most portable 
ever! Featuring an aluminum 
stand with MDF table top, this 
portable bar is easy to carry 
and simple to set up with the 
included interior storage shelf, 
full polyester wrap skirt, and 
easy carry case. With a little 
creativity, this portable bar can
double as a tasting table, activity 
station, or anything else you can 
dream up.

AS LOW AS $130(C)
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HIGH DOME GRILL
#12012

Enjoy all of your BBQ favorites anywhere, anytime 
with our portable High Dome Grill! Compact and 
durable for all outdoor events, this miniature grill can 
fit on the tabletop or black top. Perfect for camping, 
tailgating, entertaining, or adventuring, the retro- 
inspired High Dome Grill features an imprintable heat 
resistant plaque to spread your message!

AS LOW AS $55(C)

GIANT TAILGATE GRILL
#12010

Grilling and chilling have never been easier with 
the ultra portable Giant Tailgate Grill. This compact 
piece opens into a full-sized grill that can fit up to 
12 hamburgers and hot dogs at the same time! The 
best part is, it folds down to an impressively small, 
flat surface with a built-in handle for easy transport
to any event or outing. Includes 23"w x 15"h chrome 
grill grate and 21"w x 11"h warming grate.

AS LOW AS $185(C)

KETTLE GRILL
#12418

Enjoy all your BBQ favorites anywhere anytime 
with our outdoor Kettle Grill! Perfect for camping, 
tailgating, entertaining, or adventuring, this deluxe 
18” heavy duty enameled kettle grill features a 
temperature gauge and an ash catcher. Get your 
message out at any cookout or backyard BBQ 
with the included large logo plate that attaches to 
the bottom of this grill for an excellent branding 
opportunity.

AS LOW AS $209(C)
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NEW!
TUSCANY PIZZA OVEN
#12110
Cook gourmet, restaurant-style pizza in 
seconds with our brand new wood-fired 
Tuscany Pizza Oven with pizza stone. This 
outdoor oven's sleek, durable stainless steel 
design is built to last and provides a top 
notch cooking experience every time. Crafting
authentic pies and artisanal flatbreads is easier 
than ever with the included premium pizza 
stone. Sure to please any aspiring backyard 
chef, the Tuscany Pizza Oven is a guaranteed 
crowd-pleaser at any gathering.

AS LOW AS $260(C)



NEW!
STAINLESS STEEL FIRE PIT
#12011
Add some warmth and excitement 
to those cold autumn nights with 
our new portable Stainless Steel Fire 
Pit. The fire pit's innovative design 
provides a full fire while reducing 
smoke output for a more enjoyable 
experience. Thanks to its stainless
steel construction, this piece is built to 
withstand even the most extreme heat 
and harsh weather conditions without 
rusting. Includes a convenient carrying 
bag for portability and storage.

AS LOW AS $300(C)

Grey

PATIO HEATER
#12067

Keep cold weather at bay with the perfect Patio 
Heater for your patio, deck, restaurant, or outdoor 
space. Standing an impressive 7’ tall, this patio 
heater features an auto-shut off, stainless flame 
screen, and ground fixture unit.

AS LOW AS $400(C)

PORTABLE FIREPIT
#12005

Perfect for chilly autumn nights or summer kickbacks 
on the beach, our Portable Fire Pit is a must-have
for all occasions. The fire pit's durable, rust resistant, 
lightweight legs fold under for easy transport and
the whole thing effortlessly slides into the included 
convenient carry case. Comes complete with BBQ 
grill gate, secure ember screen, and hanging plaque 
for logo.

AS LOW AS $165(C)

Black

Grey

Black

NEW!
BBQ APRON
#12107
Let them know who's king of the grill with our BBQ 
Grill Apron and accessories. The BBQ Grill Apron 
puts an end to overcooked burgers by keeping all of 
your utensils in one convenient place, so there's no 
more fumbling around for a spatula when it comes 
time to flip. With its multiple pockets, this apron
can hold a spatula, fork, tongs, and gloves—all 
included! Made from high quality recycled materials, 
this innovative apron keeps your hands free and grill 
station organized, so you can get it right every time.

AS LOW AS $28(C)
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KING KONG TENTS

COMMERCIAL GRADE EVENT TENT
#1050 Black

White

• Strong .8mm steel design
• Replaceable molded joints
• Heavy Duty push button up/down and open/close
• Crank-up peak pole creates less stress on canopy
• Fire retardant, weather resistant, 500D polyester canopy 

Deluxe rolling carry bag with multiple compartments included
• Dimensions: 10’ w x 10’ h
• Full oversize printing available please call for details

AS LOW AS $465(C)

PROMOTIONAL GRADE EVENT TENT
#G10

PROMOTIONAL GRADE EVENT TENT
#G5

DOMESTIC

OVERSEAS 
FULL DYE

• 10’ x 10’ easy open/close tent
• The best price/value tent in the industry
• Canopy is constructed of durable, weather- 

resistant 500 denier polyester
• CPAI- 84 Fire retardant compliant
• Crank-up canopy creates a taut, 

clean peak
• Frame is constructed steel with a silver 

powder-coated finish
• Frame features ABS nylon joints
• Easily collapses to fit inside the included 

soft case with wheels
• Imprint Area : Panel- 25.5"w x 38"w

Valance- 38"w x 6.5"h
• Oversize printing available please call for 

details

DOMESTIC

OVERSEAS 
FULL DYE

Black White Navy RedHunter Royal

Black White NavyHunter

Orange Red Royal Purple

• 5’ x 5’ easy open/close portable tent.
• Steel construction features wider feet and 

adjusting height
• CPAI- 84 Fire retardant compliant
• Canopy is constructed of durable 600 

denier polyester.
• Great at events or as an end-aisle display.
• Tent and canopy fold easily into a durable 

carry bag
• Imprint Area : Panel- 19"w x 12.75"h

Valance- 19"w x 6.5"h
• Oversize printing available please call for 

details

AS LOW AS $180(C)
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AS LOW AS $320(C)




